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The increasing emphasis on PHP as a
programming platform for web site
development, database connectivity, and
multimedia programming emphasizes the
need for expanding our program to include a
course sequence using PHP. CS130A is the
first of a two-semester sequence, CS 130B is
the second. PHP is used in courses taught in
the Multimedia, CNIT and CS departments.
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III. Catalog Description
This class covers using PHP for database connectivity to build scalable, dynamic
websites. Assignments emphasize using PHP for user authentication, site personalization,
content management, session tracking, and user-driven database updating. A class project
demonstrates using PHP and a database (MySQL) to build a scalable, object oriented,
template-based e-commerce web site

IV. Course Objectives
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to

A. Describe the Object Oriented features ofPHP.
B. Create PHP programs using classes and objects.
C. Analyze and solve the following tasks using the PHP language: develop a web

site application including security; parse XML; create a PDF file.
D. Create e-commerce programs using PHP database connectivity for.
E. Analyze and solve common web site administration tasks by writing PHP

programs.
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V Course Contents
A. Setup

1. Unix setup
2. Windows setup
3. Attachments with PHP

B. Advanced PHP Programming
1. Code Structure
2. Documentation
3. Constants

a) Creating a constant
b)Using a constant

4. Functions
a) Recursion
b) Static Variables
c) References

C. Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
1. Defining a Class

a) Creating an object
b) Creating constructors
c) Object inheritance
d) Using class functions without instances

2. Serializing Objects
3. Destroying Objects in PHP

D. Security
1. Validating Forms

a) Check user name
b)Validate submitted password
c) Validate user's submitted email address

2. Mcrypt security application
a) encode data
b) decode data.

3. HTTP Authentication
4. Web Server Security

a) Safe mode
b)open_basedit directive
c) Register globals

E. Developing Web Applications
1. Database Design

a) Normalization
b) Unique Identifier

2. Creating the Database
a) CREATE DATABASE statement
b) USE DATABASE statement
c) CREATE TABLE statement

3. Generating Query Results
a) SELECT statement
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b) Making the PHP interface
c) Building HTML tables using SQL (Structured Query Language) Queries

4. Site Structure
5. PHP and OOP Templates
6. Sessions

a) What is a session
b) Understanding PHP session variables
c) Create a PHP session variable
d) Register and modify PHP session variables
e) Putting PHP session IDs in pages
f) Good Practice with sessions and PHP
g) PHP Sessions and databases

7. Debugging
8. Errors

a) Logging
b) Reporting
c) Handling and avoiding errors

F. Using Cookies with PHP
1. Cookie properties
2. Setting a cookie
3. Retrieving PHP cookies

a) Expiring cookies
b) Deleting cookies

4. Drawbacks to cookies
5. Using cookies well
6. Cookie Security Issues

G. E-commerce
1. Using the Database

a) Database APIs
b) Connection/disconnection
c) Error-handling strategies

2. Administration
3. Showing the Products Online
4. Writing a Shopping Cart

H. XML and PHP
1. What is XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
2. XML Syntax
3. Document Type Definitions
4. Parsing XML with PHP
5. XML Error Handling

1. Creating PDFs (Portable Document Format)
1. Creating a Simple PDF

a) Adding Text to PDFs
b) Drawing Shapes

2. Using Images
3. Creating Multiple-Page PDFs
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VI. Instructional Methodology
A. In-class Assignments

Readings and discussion from textbooks, reference manuals, sample
applications and handouts on topics such as:

1. Describing the main features of Object Oriented Programming in PHP
2. Writing PHP programs that implement security
3. Developing web applications to manipulate databases
4. Creating web sites using cookies
5. Using PHP to program e-commerce web applications
6. Using PHP to parse XML documents
7. Creating PDF files using PHP

B. Out-of-class Assignments
Hands-on assignments using the PHP programming language to solve typical
data processing tasks such as:

1. Using the PHP language to build Object Oriented Programs
2. Diagnosing and solving web site security needs
3. Writing PHP programs to manipulate the contents of a database file
4. Creating PHP programs to set and retrieve cookies
5. Writing a template-based e-commerce web application
6. Analyzing and parsing XML syntax and document type definitions
7. Creating PDFs using PHP
8. Diagnosing and solving common Web administration tasks using PHP.

Students will spend a minimum of three hours per week entering and testing
PHP programs.

C. Evaluation
1. PHP lab assignments as described above.
2. Written quizzes and/or tests that measure the student's knowledge of topics

such as:
a. The main features of Object Oriented Programming in PHP
b. Implementing security in a web site
c. The creation ofweb applications to interact with databases
d. Use ofPHP to develop e-commerce web applications
e. Use of cookies
f. Use ofPHP with XML documents
g. The creation ofPDFs using PHP

3. A written in-class comprehensive final examination that measures the
student's ability to create advanced PHP programs.

D. Text and other materials
1. Textbook such as

PHP by Example, Toby Butzon; Que; 2002
2. Tutorial Handouts
3. Computer Access to a Unix operating system.

VII. Title 5 Classification
Credit/Degree-applicable. Meets all standards of Title 5. section 55002(a)
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II.TMI COURSE JUSTIFICATION
A. How is this course particularly suited to being offered online?

This course is an advanced programming course in using the PHP programming
language to develop web sites with dynamic content. Because PHP is primarily a
web programming tool, all of the assignments for this course involve creating web
pages. It is fitting that students who develop web sites would take a course that
delivers its content online.

B. How does this course help meet the goals of the College, Department, and
Program?
a. College. City College wishes to improve student success by providing

accessibility to courses for students (making the courses that they need
available at all times and places). Offering the course online allows students
who cannot otherwise be on campus to enroll. Improving our students'
employability by allowing them more flexibility in completing certificates and
is also consistent with the college's mission.

b. Department. Since all assignments can be done on the school's student
Unix server, which is nominally operational round-the-clock, students will be
able to complete this course at their own pace, without concern for when a
campus lab or building might be closed. Also, the department will not require
rooms, projectors, or other materials for the online class.

In addition, some students who take CS BOB have substantial programming
experience in languages other than PHP. Others have little or no
programming experience. Meeting the needs of these diverse students is
challenging in a lecture class, but doing so online should be easier. The more
advanced students can find the information they need to complete the
assignments and can go deeper into the material. The less advanced students
can have access to all the basic information and step-by-step instructions they
may need, and ask the instructor questions on e-mail, etc. as they come up.
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c. Program. The Computer Science Department is planning for this course to
become the foundation of a joint CS-CNIT certificate in Linux, Apache,
MySQL, and PHP systems.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY
A. What methods of delivery will be used to offer this course?

In addition to the textbook, the online course will contain proscribed weekly
modules which will contain content summaries, randomly generated qUIzzes,
links to online information, assignments, and discussion boards.

B. What methods will be used to communicate between instructor and
students?
Several methods will be used, including:

• personal communication via email
• online class discussions (asynchronous) via WebCT discussion boards
• announcements and suggested topic progression through web postings

(weekly modules) and email.
Students will submit assignments online and the instructor will post a reply with
their score and comments. Also, students will be strongly encouraged to post
questions of a general nature to the class discussion groups rather than via email
to the instructor so that everyone can see the answers. This will take the place of
asking a question in class. The instructor will continue to be available during
regular office hours so students can come in and get face-to-face help.

In addition, WebCT provides online tests and assignment sequencing. Students
will take their tests online and their score will automatically appear in an online
grade book. The instructor will have control over whether or not they are
immediately shown the correct answers. Automated assignment sequencing
allows the instructor to hide the next assignment from students until they
complete the current one successfully.

C. How many hours per week are students expected to use the specified
technology?
The course is 3 units. In a face-to-face format, it would normally be taught as a
full semester course that meets 3 hours per week, and students would be expected
to spend between five and ten hours per week practicing outside of class. In
online format, students will be expected to spend between 3 and 5 hours per week
using the WebCT system to read course materials, work with examples, and
participate in discussions. In addition, most students will spend at least 3 hours
per week logged into our Unix server to do their homework assignments (unless
they have PHP and a PHP-enabled web server available to them at home or
work).

D. How will instructor and student contact be maintained, including the
frequency of contact?
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Individual assignments, email, and discussion groups will be the primary form of
cvntact, organized into weekly modules of content and assignments. The core of
this skill-building course will be the completion of a variety of programming
assignments. The instructor will review each of these for accuracy and
completeness and give feedback as needed. These assignments will be the
equivalent of weekly assignments in a face-to-face format.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. Reading from the textbook and online resources
2. Weekly programming assignments

B. Evaluations
1. Student assignments as described above
2. Online quizzes
3. An in-person or online written comprehensive final exam

C. Evaluation Protocols
1. Assignments, quizzes, and the final exam will count roughly equally for the

final grade.
2. The in-person final exam will require students to write PHP code.
3. Assignments will be graded based on common standards of effectiveness and

readability.
D. Textbooks and Instructional Materials

1. Textbook(s) such as
• Gutmans, Bakken, and Rethans, PHP 5 Power Programming, Prentice

Hall PfR, 2005
2. Online reading materials and discussion groups via the WebCf system.
3. Computer access to the school's student Unix server.
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